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Nowadays language curricula seem to be markedly changing in Japan; a
university for which the author is working adopted a new curriculum with English
as a required, general subject in 2009. The curriculum includes a course named
Pleasure Reading, an extensive reading course for second-year students, which
started the following year with the opening of a reading laboratory called the
Reading Lab. Although the course design and the official textbook were given to
the author by the coordinator and the effectiveness of extensive reading is widely
accepted (Day & Bamford, 1998; Elley & Mangubhai, 1983; Nagy, Herman, &
Anderson, 1985; Macalister, 2008; Nation, 2001), there appears to be plenty of
room for improvement in the blueprint. This paper attempts to develop the most apt
extensive reading course for the target group, applying all aspects of the curriculum
design model in Nation and Macalister (2010).
Nation and Macalister (2010) describe the clear, understandable steps involved
in the curriculum design process. One of the authors, I. S. P. Nation is a professor
of Applied Linguistics in the School of Linguistics and Applied Language Studies
at Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand. He is a well-respected and
practical expert in the TESOL field. His specialist interests are vocabulary learning
and language teaching methodology. He is focused on principles of language
teaching and very critical of ostensible research and the many textbooks not based
on research and current knowledge. He has often written with co-authors, in this
book with John Macalister. John Macalister is the Head of the above-mentioned
school at Victoria University of Wellington, and the President of the Applied
Linguistics Association of New Zealand. He teaches and researches in the fields of
curriculum design and language teaching methodology. When based on their
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The larger circle encompasses the smaller one and lists three components that
should be weighed at the beginning of a curriculum design. They are environment
analysis, needs analysis, and principles. Lastly, the circumference or outline of the
larger circle stands for evaluation. This evaluation in the model does not signify
that of students’ achievement but that of the overall course.
First, this project describes environment analysis, needs analysis, and principles,
which are in the larger outside circles of the Nation and Macalister model. Second,
the goals of the course at the core will be set. Third, content and sequencing,
format and presentation, and monitoring and assessment in the smaller outside
circle will be elucidated. Finally, the discussion will specify the outline of the
larger outside circle, evaluation.
1. Environment Analysis
In this section, I will describe the overview of the partially hypothetical but
almost real teaching context where the reading course takes place. The institution
of this extensive reading course is a Japanese national university. All students
enrolled in the university write graduation theses in their fourth year, reading a
number of English papers, although they are not required to write them in English.
In 2010 the university created the reading laboratory that now contains
approximately 6,500 English graded readers of 810 titles that students can borrow
for extensive reading.
The target group of students consists of 35 university second-year students, 25
males and 10 females, age 19 to 21. Their respective majors include 12 different
special fields such as music education, applied chemistry, and agricultural
economics, which suggest that their fields of interests are quite varied. They are in
the lower proficiency class of two extensive reading classes with high-beginning to
low-intermediate English proficiency. The students have studied English for seven
years, including their first year at university where they have taken three classes a
week conducted in English. They are honest, serious students who try to
communicate in English when asked, but when they try to explain anything
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complicated they have difficulty.
This course is called Pleasure Reading and is one of 13 courses in Advanced
English I for second-year students. Advanced English I is a required course:
Students have to take two different courses in a year and earn one credit in each
semester. Pleasure Reading is a 15-week one-semester extensive reading course,
which meets once a week for 90 minutes.
The students who take the course have already experienced extensive reading in
their first year. The target group of students was required to read 50 or 75 pages of
graded readers weekly for 15 weeks alongside their textbooks. All students had
been divided into five leveled groups in the first year, so the students with the
lower proficiency belonged to the third, fourth, or fifth highest group of the five
leveled ones (i.e. The fifth highest group stands for the lowest group, the fourth the
second lowest, and the third highest group is in the middle of five leveled groups).
If they were in the fifth leveled group, the required number of pages was 50. If they
were classified into the third or fourth highest group, they were obliged to read 75
pages of graded readers.
The major constraints of the course design are: limited class time, the opening
hours of the reading laboratory, the official textbook Reading Power (Jeffries &
Mikulecky, 2009) designated by the coordinator, the different students’ majors, and
the varied proficiency of students.
2. Needs Analysis
2.1 Questionnaire and Discussion
In the first session, the teacher describes the overview of the course and then
distributes a questionnaire for the purpose of identifying the wants and necessities
of students. Four questions out of seven are Likert-type scales. The questions are
about the reasons that learners chose to take this course, their goals of this
particular course, their reading habits, the need for English technical terms, and the
intention to go to a graduate school. After students fill in the questionnaire, the
teacher collects the sheets and asks students for the clarification of their opinions
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As for entering graduate schools, the sum total of “Definitely yes” or “Yes” was
22.8%. This was not the majority, but it means that this course must raise
awareness of basic skills necessary for reading fluency in academic English.
2.2 Diagnostic Vocabulary Levels Tests
In order to clarify the abilities of students, their vocabulary sizes are measured
by a monolingual receptive version of the Vocabulary Levels Tests retrieved from
Nation’s website (2007b) for the first, second, and third 1000 words, and the
Academic Word List (AWL) in the first session. It is judged that students have a
sufficient vocabulary size at each level if their scores were no less than 27 among
30 items.
The results in April 2012 are shown in Table 1. The vocabulary sizes of students
are varied. However, 88.6% of students (100% − 11.4%) lack the mastery of the
AWL, and 40.0 % (5.7% + 34.3%) of them need the mastery of the second most
frequent 1000 words.
Table 1
Vocabulary Sizes of Students
Vocabulary size (VS)

Number

%

2

5.7

1000 ≦ VS < 2000

12

34.3

2000 ≦ VS < AWL

17

48.6

AWL ≦ VS < 3000

4

11.4

35

100.0

VS < 1000

Total

㻌

㻌

3. Principles
The design of this Pleasure Reading project is based on 11 of “the 20 Principles”
in Nation and Macalister (2010, pp. 38-39). Table 2 below shows the 20 Principles
Nation and Macalister (2010) list. The three essential principles that this project
emphasizes are four strands (the 10th principle), frequency (the first one), and
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strategy and autonomy (the second one). The other eight principles also guide the
creation of this project.
Table 2
20 Principles of Language Teaching – (Adapted from Nation and Macalister,
2010)
Content and sequencing
1. Frequency: A language course should provide the best possible coverage of language in use
through the inclusion of items that occur frequently in the language.
2. Strategies and autonomy: A language course should train learners in how to learn a language and
how to monitor and be aware of their learning, so that they can become effective and
independent language learners.
3. Spaced retrieval: Learners should have increasingly spaced, repeated opportunities to retrieve and
give attention to wanted items in a variety of contexts.
4. Language system: The language focus of a course needs to be on the generalizable features of the
language.
5. Keep moving forward: A language course should progressively cover useful language items,
skills and strategies.
6. Teachability: The teaching of language items should take account of the most favorable
sequencing of these items and should take account of when the learners are most ready to
learn them.
7. Learning burden: The course should help learners make the most effective use of previous
knowledge.
8. Interference: The items in a language course should be sequenced so that items which are learned
together have positive effect on each other for learning and so that interference effects are
avoided.
Format and Presentation
9. Motivation: Learners should be interested and excited about learning the language and they
should come to value their learning.
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10. Four strands:
10.1 Meaning – focused input
10.2 Meaning – focused output
10.3 Language – focused learning
10.4 Fluency activities.
11. Comprehensible input: There should be substantial quantities of interesting comprehensible
receptive activity in both listening and reading.
12. Fluency: The language course should provide activities aimed at increasing the fluency with
which learners can use the language they already know, both receptively and productively.
13. Output: The learners should be pushed to produce the language in both speaking and writing
over a range of discourse types.
14. Deliberate learning: The course should include language – focused learning on the sound system,
spelling, vocabulary, grammar and discourse areas.
15. Time on task: As much time as possible should be spent using and focusing on the second
language.
16. Depth of processing: Learners should process the items to be learned as deeply and as
thoughtfully as possible.
17. Integrative motivation: A course should be presented so that the learners have the most favorable
attitudes to the language, to users of the language, to the teacher’s skill in teaching the
language, and to their chance of success in learning the language.
18. Learning style: There should be opportunity for learners to work with the learning material in
ways that most suit their individual learning style.
Monitoring and Assessment
19. Ongoing needs and environment analysis: The selection, ordering, presentation, and assessment
of the material in a language course should be based on a continuing careful consideration of
the learners and their needs, the teaching conditions, and the time and resources available.
20. Feedback: Learners should receive helpful feedback which will allow them to improve the
quality of their language use.

Precious class time should be spent efficiently to develop the reading ability of
the students because of the time constraint. A good balance of four strands
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throughout the course ensures well-balanced development of the abilities of
students and maintains their motivation (Nation & Macalister, 2010; Macalister,
2011b). It should be noted that extensive reading and intensive reading are
categorized into meaning-focused input (Macalister, 2011; Nation, 2007a). The
principle of frequency is also to improve reading ability efficiently. If students
focus on the most frequent words that they do not know, they will learn the words
they frequently encounter in their future reading. The principle of strategies and
autonomy provides a firm basis in selecting and sequencing the content. The
designated official textbook and handouts should be effectively utilized upon this
principle to help students to become independent language learners.
The following four principles pilot this course: motivation, comprehensible
input, fluency, and time on task. The graded readers students pick up containing
comprehensible input should be motivating, and therefore, they should be read
fluently, with much time spent on reading them.
For the reason that the proficiency of the target group is not high, teachability,
deliberate learning, and feedback need to be accommodated. The teacher should
select teachable, effective reading skills that can be instructed within the time
constraint. Deliberate learning is necessary because students need to learn
vocabulary, the sound system, and spelling deliberately until they become
proficient learners in another language. Students should also be encouraged by the
feedback that makes them feel that the teacher appropriately monitors them and
that they receive proper praise during the course.
Output is an indispensable principle for staying motivated. This reading project
will secure time to spend on output because the meaning-focused output is one
significant strand of the four strands. If no output is allowed in class, students will
not have a chance to share their opinions and ideas with classmates and
accordingly they will get bored. Students need output not only to enhance their
ability to speak and write but to keep their motivation.
4. The Goals of the Course
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Reflecting the needs analysis and environmental consideration, two goals related
to language are decided. This course aims to raise the reading rate of students and
to develop their receptive vocabulary.
The questionnaire conducted in April 2012 shows the goal of the course that the
highest percentage of students chose was, “developing the ability to read more
fluently.” Therefore, the general course goal is to develop their reading fluency.
Reading fluency can be measured in terms of two elements: reading rate and
receptive vocabulary. Environment analysis indicates that all students have to read
papers written in English to complete their graduation theses and 22.8% of the
target group must pass English examinations to enter graduate schools. However,
the diagnostic vocabulary levels tests show differing vocabulary sizes of students
and there is also time constraint. Therefore, the realistic goal of reading rate is that
students will be able to raise their initial rate of reading text with 98% of the most
frequent 2000 words and academic vocabulary by more than 20 wpm by the end of
this course.
As for the second goal, students will be able to develop the receptive vocabulary
of approximately 700 words, although it is difficult to specify the exact number
here. Students are required to read 640 pages of beginner-level graded readers, so if
students choose books with only one or two unknown words per page, the number
of words learned incidentally will be 640 at the minimum. Students are supposed to
read 10 passages in the textbook for reading skills. The length of the half of the
passages is from about 250-290 words and that of the rest is around 400 words. The
teacher chooses approximately five words in the shorter passage for deliberate
learning and eight words in the longer passage that are supposedly unknown to
students within the most frequent 2000 words or the academic vocabulary. This
makes the number of selected words 57. Accordingly, students will learn at least
697 words in total, although the actual numbers of words they will learn might be
larger, because they are exposed to other exercises about word parts, etc.
Therefore, the estimated growth of the receptive vocabulary is approximately 700
words.
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By the end of the course, the completion of a large amount of reading
assignments and the learning of vocabulary and the training in reading skills are
expected to help students build confidence.
5. Content and Sequencing
This course takes a modular approach to the course goals. The units of
progression are the combination of task-supported and skills-based. In order to
maximize the effect of extensive reading, the activity is monitored in the format of
tasks such as Book Reports and Book Circles. Green (2005) maintains that
extensive reading must be incorporated into the task-based curriculum (p. 311). On
the other hand, reading skills, effective for extensive reading or academic reading
are instructed in the format of intensive reading. The reading skills selected for this
course are sequenced in the order of suitability for extensive reading, but the order
is flexible when the necessity for change arises. The passages used for practicing
separate skills are independent short ones of 250-290 words.
6. Format and Presentation
The format of each lesson in this course consists of three sections, which are
sustained silent reading (SSR), Book Circles, and intensive reading. The sections of
SSR and Book Circles are parts of a thread of a task of extensive reading and how
students experience it needs some explanation. Before getting into the description
of each section, how extensive reading in this course is administered will be
described.
6.1 Extensive Reading
In implementing extensive reading to achieve the goals, students should actually
read plenty of graded readers suited to their vocabulary sizes for the principles of
time on task, fluency, and frequency. Therefore, students are required to complete
reading 640 pages of beginner-level graded readers by the end of the course (80
pages per week multiplied by eight weeks). They borrow graded readers from the
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reading laboratory which match their vocabulary sizes and interests, and then they
read at least 80 pages of beginner-level graded readers during the time of SSR or
outside the class in a week. After reading 80 pages a week, the student fills in an
A5 size Book Report card with the title and the level of the book, the raw number
of pages, the modified number of pages, the date he/she submits, a summary of the
book with no fewer than 60 English words, and the comments on the book in
Japanese with no fewer than 120 characters. If the student writes the first part of
the summary with no fewer than 60 English words, he/she is allowed to write the
rest of it in Japanese.
A beginner-level graded reader is defined as the one written with a vocabulary
size of 200-599 head words. If the student read a graded reader with a larger size of
vocabulary, the number of pages will be converted according to the modification
rate on Table 2. For example, when a student has finished reading a graded reader
on Level 3, with 30 pages, the number of pages will be multiplied by 1.5 and will
be counted as 45 pages.
Table 3
Vocabulary Sizes of Graded Readers and Modification Rates of Pages in Each
Level
Level

Vocabulary Size

Modification Rates

Level 1 & 2

200- 599

1

Level 3 & 4

600- 999

1.5

Level 5 & 6

1000-1399

2

Level 7 & 8

1400-1999

2.5

Level 9

2000-2500

3

In addition, an adjustment week is placed after two consecutive weeks to submit
book reports. The adjustment weeks are created for the students who are behind
schedule so that they can catch up with the due number of pages during the
adjustment week. The four adjustment weeks during the course eventually reduce
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the due number of pages to 53.3 pages per week. This number is close to 50 which
Day and Bamford (1998, p. 85) cite from the suggestion of Paulston and Bruder
(1976). At the end of the course students are expected to complete their reading
assignment of 640 pages by reading graded readers suited to their vocabulary sizes
and interests. Now that the procedure of extensive reading has been explained,
three sections of each lesson will be presented.
6.2 Sustained Silent Reading
At the beginnings of the second to 13th sessions, students and the teacher engage
in sustained silent reading (SSR). Students and teacher silently read English books
in class. This section is allotted 20 minutes. The books students are reading are the
graded readers borrowed from the reading laboratory, while the teacher reads a
graded reader or some other English book. During this time, the teacher may
sometimes observe students or answer questions if any, instead of exclusively
engaging in reading.
SSR is incorporated in this project, although it was not in the given design by the
coordinator, because this shared experience provides students who are not
accustomed to pleasure reading with opportunities to see other people enjoying it,
especially an authority figure like the teacher as Day and Bamford (1998) points
out (p. 128), citing Dupuy, Cook and Tse (1995, p. 3). That is, students have
chances to notice that their classmates and even their own teacher are absorbed in
reading during class time. Macalister (2010) suggests that a successful programme
will allow for at least some reading to take place in class (p. 63) and he (2008)
presents how SSR was implemented in an intensive EAP program, referring 10
principles for teaching extensive reading listed by Day and Bamford (2002).
6.3 Book Circles
Book Circles is the activity conducted as the final stage of the task of extensive
reading. Students are required to read 80 pages of beginner-level graded readers in
and outside of class for eight weeks and hand in Book Reports. In this second
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section of the class, students bring their Book Reports they have filled in with
them, form groups of three according to the numbers given by the teacher, and
exchange information in English about graded readers they have read in the
previous week with the members of their groups. Each member talks about two
minutes about a graded reader, while the teacher takes charge of time management.
When the third members of the groups finish speaking, students submit their Book
Reports, and this is the end of the Book Circles activity in the first few sessions of
a semester. It takes 10 to 15 minutes.
If students look accustomed to this activity after a number of sessions, the
activity of reporting may be added after the third members of the groups finish
speaking. If students seem to enjoy this task genuinely, the presentations of all
members can be set at the end of the course. However, speaking is not the focus of
this course, so these additional activities can be omitted while students do not feel
confident in the group talk of three members. Willis (1996) points out that planning
and report stages are either short or omitted for beginning learners and that less
emphasis is put on public use (p. 119).
6.4 Intensive Reading
In the third section of the class, intensive reading is given for supplying skills
necessary for extensive reading and reading academic text in the future. Students
will experience timed reading (or speed reading) and repeated timed reading. They
are also given opportunities for deliberate learning of selected unknown
vocabulary. They practise previewing, guessing meaning from context, scanning,
meanings of affixes, making inferences, how to find example sentences, and
summarizing. Two kinds of timed reading are introduced early in this course to
raise awareness of reading rate. They are actually to measure reading rate and at
the same time to encourage students. Repeated timed reading originated by
Samuels (1979) is cited in Day and Bamford (1998), Anderson (2002), and Baker,
Luo, and Hung (2007). This course administers a slightly modified version of
Baker et al. (2007). Previewing, guessing meaning from context, and making
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inferences are essential for extensive reading. Meanings of affixes and
summarizing are important for extensive reading, writing book reports for this
course, and academic reading. Deliberate learning of vocabulary and finding good
example sentences are necessary skills to become a fluent reader. These skills are
practised with exercises and reading materials adopted from the official textbook
Jeffries and Mikulecky (2009), Mikulecky and Jeffries (2004, 2007), and handouts
created from other sources. Students engage in activities in pairs or individually in
this section. Most activities fall into language-focused learning or meaning-focused
input, although timed reading belongs to fluency development.
These are the three sections of a regular lesson in this course. No Book Circles
are held in an adjustment week for extensive reading, so more class time is spent
on intensive reading. The course grid is provided in Appendix.
7. Monitoring and Assessment
The three principles on which this projected course is based, which are
motivation, output, and feedback, make monitoring of students feasible. Students
are obliged to submit Book Reports eight times in the course as output, so the
teacher can monitor and assess the achievements of students by the Book Reports.
Each submission works as short-term achievement assessment. The teacher can
check if students have read proper numbers of pages with good understanding of
the content of graded readers. On the other hand, students are supposed to record
the accumulative numbers of pages as graphs on progress charts, so they can also
monitor their achievements visually.
In order to demonstrate that Book Reports are properly monitored directly,
occasionally reading aloud good examples of Book Reports to the class without
mentioning the names works as feedback and raises the motivation of students.
Distributing handouts on which anonymous excerpts of Book Reports are printed a
couple of times during the course also raises motivation, if the teacher has time to
prepare.
The teacher can also observe if students are actively participating in the activity
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of Book Circles or not. Students have to speak something about graded readers
they have read as output and do not want to fail even in front of two members in
their groups. Peer pressure keeps their motivation high and the response or
feedback of the group members influences their motivation.
As for assessment, Book Reports function as short-term achievement assessment
and achievement assessment is carried out as the final examination in the 14th
session. The questions of the examination are selected from the ones covered in
class that includes, for instance, the meanings of vocabulary items, comprehension
questions, and the exercises to demonstrate reading skills. The sources of
assessment are Book Reports (50%), the final examination (40%), and participation
(10%). In assessing Book Reports, if students cannot complete the assignment of
reading 640 pages, their scores are reduced according to the number of pages they
have not covered.
Although the reading rate and the receptive vocabulary sizes of students are not
assessed, they are monitored by timed reading in the second and 13th sessions, the
Vocabulary Levels Tests (Nation 2007b) in the first session, and the Vocabulary
Size Test (Nation & Beglar, 2007) in the final session. The rate in repeated timed
reading can be monitored if the teacher has students report the results.
8. Evaluation
Nation and Macalister (2012) emphasize the importance of evaluation as an
essential part of a good curriculum that should be built into a course, if curriculum
design is a continual process (pp. 133-134). Therefore, this course incorporates a
proficiency test, the discussion and survey of course evaluation in the final session.
After discussing their impressions of the course briefly, students fill in an
anonymous survey made up of seven open-ended questions. The questions are, for
example, “Did you feel the course enjoyable?”, “Did you learn a lot from the
course?”, and “Can you see ways in which you can improve the course?”
Evaluation is provided during the course by observation and students’ voices. As
Macalister points out, evaluation of a more qualitative nature is provided by staff
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and students than the institutional measures (Macalister and Nation, 2011, p. 121).
In June, 2012, one student wrote on her Book Report about her experimental timed
reading of her favorite graded reader at home right after she had practised repeated
timed reading in class. This is a positive evaluation of repeated timed reading of a
qualitative nature.
Concerning the effectiveness of the course in reading rate, the increase of rate is
measured by comparing the results of timed reading in the second and 13th
sessions. Students read a passage of about 400 words excerpted from the speed
reading part of the official textbook each time. Two different passages are
controlled in terms of vocabulary, so approximately 98% of words are within the
most frequent 2000 words and academic vocabulary as processed by VocabProfile
English, a website created by Cobb.
Regarding receptive vocabulary sizes, the results of the Vocabulary Size Test
(Nation & Beglar, 2007) in the final session is compared with those of the
Vocabulary Levels Tests (Nation, 2007b) in the first session. The Vocabulary Size
Test lacks items in the AWL, and the format is different from that of the
Vocabulary Levels Tests. However, the comparison of the two sets of results is
expected to show how much vocabulary students have gained on the level of the
most frequent 2000 word. If the reading rate is not raised, or if the receptive
vocabulary sizes are not increased as anticipated, the curriculum design must be
reconsidered.
9. Conclusion
The

whole extensive

reading

course has been

designed

to enable

high-beginning/low-intermediate students to raise the reading rate and to develop
receptive vocabulary on the model of Nation and Macalister (2010), without
impairing pleasure in extensive reading. The establishment of the reading
laboratory provides for a favorable situation for the implementation of extensive
reading. The questionnaire and the diagnostic Vocabulary Levels Tests (Nation,
2007b) for needs analysis in 2012 showed that not many students desired to take
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this course, that they want to develop their reading ability, and that the vocabulary
sizes of students were varied. Based on 11 principles in Nation and Macalister
(2010), moderate goals are decided: raising the rate of reading the text with 98% of
the most frequent 2000 words and academic vocabulary by more than 20 wpm and
developing the receptive vocabulary of 700 words. The units of progression of this
course are the combination of task-supported and skills-based. The content is
extensive reading of graded readers and reading skills for extensive and academic
reading. The format and presentation of this project consists of three sections: SSR,
Book Circles, and intensive reading. Students are required to read 640 pages of
beginner-level graded readers in total in class or outside of class: 80 pages per
week for eight weeks. They write Book Reports, discuss the books they have read
in Book Circles with classmates, and submit the Book Reports. In intensive
reading, students are introduced to timed reading and reading skills for extensive
and academic reading. For monitoring Book Reports, observation, timed reading,
the Vocabulary Levels Tests (Nation, 2007b), and the Vocabulary Size Test
(Nation & Beglar, 2007) are utilized. Regarding assessment, Book Reports, the
final examination, and observation are put to use. In terms of evaluation, discussion
is held and a survey is conducted in the final session. The effectiveness of the
course is also evaluated with the results of timed reading at the beginning and at
the end of the course, and with those of two sets of vocabulary tests. This program
might need some modifications in applying to other teaching environments.
Nevertheless, it is hoped that this university extensive reading course will suggest
something meaningful to teachers in different environments.
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Topics/Textbook Pages

1) Orientation of the course
(textbook & graded readers, evaluation, attendance,
tentative course syllabus, & how to write the Book Report)
2) Discussion about needs & questionnaire
3) Vocabulary levels test

1) Sustained silent reading (SSR)
2) Book Circles
3) Diagnostic tests returned
4) Initial timed reading with p. 283
5) Previewing p. 109
6) How to preview graded readers

1) SSR
2) Book Circles
3) Guessing the meanings of words in handouts

1) SSR
2) Guessing the meanings of words in pp. 55-60
3) Timed reading
4) Vocabulary building with pp. 253 & 255

1) SSR
2) Book Circles
3) Repeated timed reading with p. 253 & 255
4) Timed reading

Session (Theme)

1
Introduction of the Course
& Needs Analysis

2
Sustained Silent Reading,
Book Circles, & Previewing

3
Guessing From Context

4
Guessing From Context &
Timed Reading,

5
Repeated Timed Reading &
Timed Reading

Skills

a. SSR with graded readers
b. Expressing thoughts about graded readers
c. Repeated timed reading
d. Timed reading

a. SSR with graded readers
b. Guessing meaning from context
c. Timed reading
d. Vocabulary building

a. SSR with graded readers
b. Expressing thoughts about graded readers
c. Guessing meaning from context

a. SSR with graded readers
b. Expressing thoughts about graded readers
c. Measuring rate
d. Previewing
e. Vocabulary building

a. How to make yourself a fluent reader
b. How to read in extensive reading
c. Previewing
(How to choose the suitable books in the
Reading Lab)

Course Grid

Appendix

a. Read 80 pages of beginner-level graded readers
in the Reading Lab
b. Book Report on graded readers
c. Studying the textbook (pp. 253, 255, &
257-260)

a. Studying the textbook (pp. 55-60 & 253-256)

a. Reading 80 pages of beginner-level graded
readers in the Reading Lab
b. Book Report on graded readers
c. Studying handouts

a. Reading 80 pages of beginner-level graded
readers with the vocabulary size from 200 words
to 599 words
b. Book Report on one graded reader
c. Studying the textbook (pp. 101-102, & 109)

Assignments Due

1

－ 162 －

1) SSR
2) Timed reading with pp. 261-262
3) Vocabulary building with p. 261
4) Scanning with pp. 112-113 and handouts

1) SSR
2) Book Circles
3) Learning prefixes and suffixes that change words into
nouns with handouts
4) Vocabulary building with Children Can’t Stop Talking

1) SSR
2) Book Circles
3) Learning suffixes that change words into adjectives or
verbs with handouts
4) Vocabulary building with The Answer to Aging and
Disease?

1) SSR
2) Making inferences with pp. 137 & 140
3) Vocabulary building with A Crow Problem in Japan
4) Example sentences

7
Timed Reading & Scanning

8
Word Parts & Vocabulary
Building

9
Word Parts & Vocabulary
Building

&

&

10
Making Inferences
Example Sentences

11
Making Inferences
Vocabulary Building

1) SSR
2) Book Circles
3) Making inferences with p. 141.
4) Vocabulary building with Five Divers and a Dragon

1) SSR
2) Book Circles
3) Vocabulary building with pp. 257&259
4) Repeated timed reading with pp. 257 & 259

6
Repeated Timed Reading &
Vocabulary Building

a. SSR with graded readers
b. Expressing thoughts about graded readers
c. Making inferences
d. Vocabulary building

a. SSR with graded readers
b. Making inferences
c. Vocabulary building
d. Example sentences

a. SSR with graded readers
b. Expressing thoughts about graded readers
c. Word parts (suffixes)
d. Vocabulary building

a. SSR with graded readers
b. Expressing thoughts about graded readers
c. Word parts (prefixes & suffixes)
d. Vocabulary building

a. SSR with graded readers
b. Timed reading
c. Scanning

a. SSR with graded readers
b. Expressing thoughts about graded readers
c. Vocabulary building
d. Repeated timed reading

a. Read 80 pages of beginner-level graded readers
in the Reading Lab
b. Book Report on graded readers
c. Studying the textbook (pp. 141 & 180-182)

a. Studying the textbook (pp. 137, 140, &
145-148)

a. Read 80 pages of beginner-level graded readers
in the Reading Lab
b. Book Report on graded readers
c. Studying handouts and the textbook (pp.
131-133)

a. Read 80 pages of beginner-level graded readers
in the Reading Lab
b. Book Report on graded readers
c. Studying handouts & the textbook (pp. 112-115)

a. Studying the textbook (pp. 261-262 & 112-113)
& handouts

a. Read 80 pages of beginner-level graded readers
in the Reading Lab
b. Book Report on graded readers
c. Studying the textbook (pp. 257 & 259)

2

－ 163 －

Final examination

14
Examination

1) Go-over examination
2) Proficiency test
3) Discussion about the course
4) Survey of course evaluation

1) SSR
2) Summarizing with A Crow Problem in Japan and Five
Divers and a Dragon
3) Final timed reading with p. 289
4) Notice of the final examination

13
Summarizing, Final Rate, &
Roundup Activities

15
Course Evaluation

1) SSR
2) Book Circles
3) Summarizing with handouts, Children Can’t Stop
Talking and The Answer to Aging and Disease?

12
Summarizing

a. SSR with graded readers
b. Summarizing
c. Final reading rate

a. SSR with graded readers
b. Expressing thoughts about graded readers
c. Summarizing

a. Studying the textbook (pp. 145 &180)

a. Read 80 pages of beginner-level graded readers
in the Reading Lab
b. Book Report on graded readers
c. Studying handouts and the textbook (pp. 112
&131)

3

